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---------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------• Keep pace with the inherent complexity of a
solution business
want comprehensive solutions comprised of hardware,

Abstract - Today’s high-tech and industrial companies

software, and services designed to meet their unique
requirements. To deliver on this demand, the sales force
needs a faster, simpler way to bundle components that make
up complex solution offerings. However each component in a
bundle is a standalone product with its own exhaustive set
of features. In such cases, a methodology is required that
can help automate and streamline solution selling and
quickly deliver targeted solutions that precisely meet
customer requirements by only picking those features of the
individual standalone products that are uniquely identified
and essential to be a part of the bundle. In this paper, we
will learn how solution sales configuration can help
transform a company into a provider of complex solutions
that produce measurable value for customers by
encapsulating only those features from the standalone
products that are necessary and compatible with the
solution bundle as a whole.

As the product bundle is nothing but a combination
of multiple standalone products, one cannot overlook
the fact that each of the standalone products
configured as part of the bundle would come with its
full-fledged features. However, the challenge arises
when the customers demand to highly “customize”
this bundle by demanding only those features that
are essential for their business.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A bundle comprises of ‘n’ number of individual
products depending on the application and the
industrial deployment. These individual products are
themselves quite complex and extensive. Therefore
the features that these individual products offer when
they are sold as standalone would be numerous [1]
[3]. However, when these individual products are
configured with other products as part of a Solution
Bundle, it would come with all the features and
capabilities it can offer. But customers may not need
the products to come with all the features when they
are bought with a bundle, as the solution may be
specific to a particular business application.
Moreover, these extra features or models that get
added in the bundle may lead to incorrect pricing that
may deter the customer from buying the solution [2].
Therefore, a need arises to enable display and
offering only those characteristics of the individual
products that are compatible with other products
when configured as part of a solution. Nevertheless,
the individual product would show up all its features
when it is configured standalone. For example,
Microsoft word when sold as standalone comes with
comprehensive set of features as shown in Fig. 1
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1.INTRODUCTION
Manually configuring complex solutions and creating
quotes for product bundles can be time consuming
and error prone. There is a better way - Solution
sales configuration helps sales teams, customers, and
channel partners to configure, price, quote, and order
complex solutions – accurately and efficiently. This
solution can enable your company to:
• Bundle hardware, software, services,
manufactured and financial products.

and

• Help ensure technical feasibility and commercial
efficiency
• Increase customer dependence and loyalty
• Maintain data for complex configuration models
and support graphical model definitions
• Optimize system scalability and performance
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Word, Excel, PowerPoint and OneNote in contrast to
Office Professional 2016 which has an additional
three products like Outlook, Publisher, Access. Our
task is to determine an efficient method to build such
customized bundles that would beneficial to the end
user during configuration and to the selling
organization from the configuration management
side.
3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Fig. 1 Microsoft Word Package sold standalone

In order to build customized configurable
packages, there are two ways that the organization
“cuts-down” the extra features from the individual
products that are not required in the bundle –

However, when Microsoft Word is sold as part of
personal or a professional suite, the features of
Microsoft Word in each of these suites gets tailored
as shown in Fig 2



Allow the extra models and features to be
shown or added in the configuration.
This method would allow the end user to add
or see the extra or incompatible features.
Thus the end user post submitting the quote
would see a ‘virtual’ price that would be
updated at a later point of time and once the
quote is processes downstream, the sales
representative would manually remove the
incompatible models from the quote and
adjust the pricing accordingly [3] .This
method is confusing from the end user’s
perspective as he is allowed to add incorrect
models in the quote, and from the sales and
pricing perspective – it is very cumbersome
to manually remove the extras.



Create different models for the product
when configured as standalone and when
configured
as part of the bundle.
Although this method looks more organized
from the customer’s perspective, but involves
dual development and maintenance of
products, inventory, pricing, etc. and cannot
be regarded as economical to the company
[4].

Therefore, a new method is suggested wherein using
few of the development capabilities – we introduce
an enhancement in the product modeling stage itself,
which can help us to “chop off” the extra features
from the individual products when they are sold as
part of a bundle and retaining all the exhaustive
offerings when they are sold standalone.

Fig.-2: Personal and Professional Microsoft Office Suite

It is also noteworthy that the Office Home and
Student 2016 suite contains only four products viz
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4. PROPOSED WORK

5. CONCLUSIONS

In order to overcome the shortcomings of the
above existing methods of selling customized
products, we have come up with a new approach
wherein the logic for customization can be driven at
the modeling stage itself. This would involve writing
a code in any object oriented language that would
enable the individual product to “know” if it is being
configured as part of a bundle or as standalone. As a
result the individual product would demonstrate
only the limited essential features when sold with a
bundle, however when configured as a standalone, all
its available features would be visible. The schema in
Fig. 3 explains the approach

There has been a considerable increase in the
demand of customized products and the trend is
rising immensely. As there products become more
and more complex with numerous features and being
co-sold with other products as part of a Solution
Bundle, there arises a need to customize these
products to suit the needs of the customer. With each
individual product and the bundle being modeled in
the SAP Solution Sales Configurator, an interface to
Java using pfunction feature of SSC helps us to
synchronize the knowledge bases of individual
products and the solution, thus enabling only those
features of the products that are compatible with the
parent solution. This helps appropriate pricing, easy
determination of the finished materials by the sales
team and correct assembly process.
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Fig-3:Proposed Architecture
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